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FEST — Training Ground provides the highest standard of speakers and film experts, all recognized worldwide for their work and
achievements. The program includes experts and topics that cov-

Training Ground
program

er a wide variety of subjects: directing, production, scriptwriting,
cinematography, editing, sound design, acting, casting, non-fiction filmmaking, distribution, financing and more. Participants
can tailor their individual program according to their interests
and priorities.

Masterclass

Masterclass

Speed Meeting

Gareth Wiley

25 jun | 15:00 | auditorium
After being welcomed by the organizers, the participants
and the guests are invited to take part in what has become
a tradition at Training Ground: the Speed Meeting. The
entire group will be organised into two concentric circles
which will move in opposite directions, facing each other.
During two minutes each of the participants will have a
chance to introduce themselves and find out more about
the person in front of them.

How to present your film financing plan: from a
small short film to a big production
26 jun | 10:00 | auditorium
It is not uncommon for films in development to have flimsy
and unrealistic finance plans, and financial structure, this
can be from lack of experience or just a section filmmaker
do not give much attention to. In this masterclass Gareth
Wiley will share his vast experience to present the best
practices at this level, and how you should present the financial part of your film, regardless if it is a big production
or just a small short film.

Masterclass

Manuel Alberto Claro
Case study of “The House That Jack Built”
25 jun | 18:00 | auditorium
The renowned Chilean-Danish Director of Photography
(DOP) comes to FEST for the first time to talk about his
work on The House That Jack Built (2018). At this case study
masterclass, Claro will discuss his creative process and
how he achieved the final looks, as well as talk about the
collaborative nature of cinema, the craft and personal
expression.

Masterclass

Jonathan Morris
Editing Social Realism
26 jun | 13:00 | auditorium
Editor largely known for his extensive years of collaboration with director Ken Loach, will be presenting a masterclass focused on “Editing Social Realism”, shedding a light
on how to add a more realistic look and naturalistic feel to
a movie. The audience will learn from is more than 50 years
of experience in the field and also have the chance to watch
some clips from the Loach films he edited. The masterclass
will give editors and filmmakers the opportunity to understand the singularity of editing a specific film type as
well as Morris’ perspectives on this technique.
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Training Ground Program

Workshop

Masterclass

Gareth Wiley

Clifford De Spenser

Building A Film Business Plan
26 jun | 14:00 | room 02

Voice, speech and accent coaching for film
27 jun | 10:00 | auditorium

Gareth Wiley will guide the participants on how to build
a business plan in a very practical and interactive way.
Using "Screen Advantage" as a tool and framework,
Gareth will clarify concepts such as waterfall, revenues,
investment, soft money, equity, and will present how a
project should be properly presented financially during
its development phase.

Clifford De Spenser is one of the most experienced voice,
language and dialect coaches in the film industry. In this
masterclass, Clifford will give theoretical and practical
methods to have a better speech and accent performance
from actors. Participants will have the unique opportunity
to develop their skills as well as learning from his experience working on low-budget independents, Hollywood
blockbusters and television dramas.

Masterclass

Pete Travis
Directing actors
26 jun | 15:30 | auditorium
Established director and BAFTA winner, Pete Travis will
focus his masterclass on the art of directing actors. His
lecture will be both theoretical and practical, as he will
share his knowledge in directing and also propose interactive exercises to his audience. The audience will also
have the opportunity to learn how Pete solved the issues
encountered on the filmmaking process of his films.

Masterclass

Baltasar Kormakur
How to build a career as a filmmaker
26 jun | 18:00 | auditorium
In his own words, Baltasar Kormakur “comes from a country where, to get things done, you have to do them yourself”. He learned the lesson so well, that he became one of
Iceland’s top film director and producer, as well as a successful actor and performer. In this masterclass focused
on how he built his career from scratch on a country with
only 300.000 inhabitants, Baltasar will share the experience he gathered during almost 30 years of versatile work
in the audiovisual industry, coming from a small town in
Iceland and arriving in Hollywood.

Workshop

Carey Duffy
Imagination captured through glass
27 jun | 10:30 | room 02
The Cooke workshop will shine a light on the historical
significance Cooke lenses have played since the beginning
of the Motion Picture Industry. Along with taking an insightful look at the different lenses series Cooke Optics
manufactures today. From vintage lens looks to Full
Frame digital formats, the workshop will include current
field of view coverage and test footage. In transforming
your live action into a moving image glass plays a pivotal
role. Cooke Optics invites you to discover what makes
“The Cooke Look” and why cinematographers world-wide
admire its essence.

Masterclass

Dominic Murphy
Method, Madness & Mindfulness - Working
with actors
27 jun | 13:00 | auditorium
Dominic Murphy has more than 30 years’ professional
directing experience. In this masterclass Dominic will
talk about how he became involved with method acting
and how that affected his experience working with actors
throughout his career. He will discuss some of the difficulties and joys of working with actors. The audience will
get the opportunity to observe live exercises as Dominic
explains the tools he uses to get naturalistic and powerful
performances from actors and non-actors alike.

Training Ground Program

Masterclass

Workshop

Nancy Bishop

Dominic Murphy

Casting considerations for the director
27 jun | 15:30 | auditorium

Method Madness & Mindfulness - Working with
actors workshop
28 jun | 10:30 | room 02

Casting Director, Nancy Bishop will speak about casting
challenges for producers and directors. The masterclass
covers the entire casting process, highlighting how casting directors work together with the production team. The
following topics will be approached: how to choose the
protagonist and the supporting actors; the differences on
the process of hiring/working with professional and
non-professional actors; secrets to casting and work with
children; issues in diversity casting and how to reach the
direct actors during the audition.
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Director Dominic Murphy has more than 30 years’ experience in the field. His "Method Madness & Mindfulness”
workshops combine his two passions: 'method acting' and
mindfulness. In this workshop, he will introduce the practices which revolutionised the way he directs and introduce practical exercises that will help filmmakers understand the actor's process, create authenticity in their work
and increase their creative potential.

Masterclass
Masterclass

Stuart Dryburgh
Contribution of the cinematographer to the
creative process
27 jun | 18:00 | auditorium
Cinematography is in the heart of the filmmaking process,
and the cinematographer is not a mechanical process, his
contribution is essential for the creative process of the
film. In this masterclass Stuart will focus on how this
contribution is done, and how is the collaboration between
the cinematographer and director achieved successfully.

Jennifer Parker
Legal consideration for film productions, from small
short films to big budget films
28 jun | 13:00 | auditorium
Are you hoping to develop and produce a film based on a
pre-existing work, such as a book, newspaper article or
short film? Are you planning to partner with another production company to develop and produce content together? Are you a director looking to work collaboratively with
a production company on a project? If so, this session will
help you understand the key legal considerations that are
likely to arise as you move forward.

Masterclass

Ross Baker
How to manage your colour:
Meet the colourist
28 jun | 10:00 | auditorium
Ross Baker is a Senior Colorist at Halo , known as one of
the most creative professionals on London’s post-production scene. In this masterclass, he will share some of the
knowledge he acquired during two decades of experience
working on several genres including drama, commercial,
documentaries, corporate videos, music promo’s and 2d
& 3d feature films.

Masterclass

Fernando Bovaira
Case study of the production process of “The Others”
28 jun | 15:30 | auditorium
Directed by Alejandro Amenabar and starring Nicole
Kidman, The Others (2001) was a critical and commercial
success and one of the great films of that year. Produced
by Fernando Bovaira, who will in this masterclass present a case study on how the film was developed he will
talk about the challenges of this work and reveal he overcame obstacles to arrive at the final product, and how it
became such a successful project.
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Training Ground Program

Workshop

Workshop

Dave Turner

Scandar Copti

Post Production management overview
28 jun | 16:00 | room 02

Techniques of directing non-actors
29 jun | 10:30 | room 02

David Turner, Head of Film at Halo, is coming to FEST to
share an overview of post production whilst discussing
the different stages and disciplines. His masterclass aims
to cover recommendations for the filmmakers that are
planning for post in pre-production, some basic workflow
examples, the impact of some new technologies (such as
immersive sound formats and HDR colour space) and
looking at some typical post budgets and schedules for
films and TV.

Scandar Copti is known for the movie Ajami (2009), based
entirely on the "Singular Drama method", which consists
in creating drama in a film using the human capacity to
respond emotionally to fictional situations. Throughout
this practical workshop, participants will learn and experience the technique that Scandar uses during the preparations of his non-actors as well as during the shooting.
Participants will get hands-on insight into the process of
directing non-actors as well as learn techniques to liberate
their non-actors from the fear of the camera. The
"Singular Drama method" applies to professional actors as
well as non-actors.

Masterclass

Marjane Satrapi
Film Directing
28 jun | 18:00 | auditorium
Marjane Satrapi is one of the most inspiring filmmakers
in activity. Having written graphic novel, adapted it to a
film, and established herself as a film director. In this
masterclass Marjane will talk about what she believes are
the essential factors to become a relevant filmmaker, and
how to achieve a meaningful message in your projects.

Masterclass

Steve Cash
Agents: How to work with them
29 jun | 13:00 | auditorium
In this masterclass, the agent Steve Cash will shed a light
on how actors and actresses should approach and communicate with agents in order to maximize their chances
of being successful, providing them with insights in terms
of the actor-agent relationship.

Masterclass

John Warhurst, Nina Hartstone
Case Study of the sound editing of
“Bohemian Rhapsody”
29 jun | 10:00 | auditorium
Is this real life? Or is this just fantasy? The sound in the
film Bohemian Rhapsody was so convincing, that is was
hard to believe that Malek wasn't Mercury somehow reborn. John Warhurst and Nina Hartstone are part of the
team who accomplished this fabulous result. In this masterclass, the pair will present a case study on how they
achieved such a remarkable result in sound editing.

Masterclass

John Warhurst, Nina Hartstone,
Eddy Joseph
Building a career as a sound editor
29 jun | 15:30 | auditorium
The acclaimed sound editor Eddy Joseph, will present a
masterclass on how to build a career as a sound editor.
Eddy will be accompanied by John Warhurst and Nina
Hartstone, who have worked with Eddy earlier in their
path and now have a proficuous career in the field.

Training Ground Program

Masterclass

Masterclass

Guillermo Garcia Ramos,
Marian Sanchez Carniglia

Producer's debate

The importance of Pitching your film and being
prepared to do so
29 jun | 18:00 | auditorium
In a highly competitive reality, where producers and financing agents have less and less time to spare, and more
projects to analyse, filmmakers must learn to communicate their project in a direct, efficient and passionate way.
This masterclass will be held by two top experts in pitching, who will present crucial techniques of pitching that
will certainly help the filmmakers in the audience to develop, present and finally sell their future project.

Masterclass

Mihai Gligor
How to best use Film Festivals as an opportunity to
distribute films and maximize opportunities
30 jun | 10:00 | auditorium
Film Festivals are an important tool for filmmakers.
However often there are misconceptions about them. In
this masterclass Mihai will try to clarify them. How do
you select and distribute the films through film festivals?
What opportunities are there? And how to position yourself when attending a film festival?

Workshop

Salomé Limon
Sound design for low budget films
30 jun | 11:00 | room 02
The award winner Spanish producer and sound engineer
Salomé Limón will do a workshop on sound design for low
budget films, giving tips and sharing her knowledge with
the audience of FEST. In order to make this experience as
dynamic as possible, she will mix theory and practice and
recreate the sound design of some of the scenes of the
movies she worked in. The audience will also profit from
her vast experience working with amazing names both
from the music and the film industry.
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Making films with an audience in mind: How to
identify and engage your audience
30 jun | 13:00 | auditorium
This debate will focus on audience. How do filmmakers
and producers identify and perceive their audience during
the development of their film, how do they approch it, and
what do they do to engage it? Do they compromise due to
expectation of their perceived audience?

Masterclass

Ritesh Batra
Directing and rewriting for actors
30 jun | 15:30 | auditorium
Ritesh has delivered powerful and meaningful performances in his films. In this masterclass he will present
his method of rewriting with the actors, as well as show
how he communicates with them to get the best performance possible.
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15:00 — 16:00
SPEED MEETING

13:00 — 15:00
JONATHAN MORRIS
Editing Social Realism

15:30 — 17:30
PETE TRAVIS
Directing actors

18:00 — 20:00
BALTASAR KORMAKUR
How to build a career as a filmmaker

15:30 — 17:30
TIM CORRIE, ANTOINE RUSSBACH
Finding or creating the right script

ANAIS BLONDET, SEE WEE AW, MARC SERENA,

Training Ground
Masterclass

10:00 — 12:00
GARETH WILEY
How to present your film financing plan, from a
small short film to a big production

18:00 — 20:00
MANUEL ALBERTO CLARO
Case study of “The House That Jack Built”

14:00 — 16:00
GARETH WILEY
Building a film business plan

18:00 — 20:00
MOHAMED KORDOFANI

Filmmakers power as a driving force in society

10:00 — 12:00
CLIFFORD DE SPENSER
Voice, speech and accent coaching for film

13:00 — 15:00
DOMINIC MURPHY
Method Madness & Mindfulness - Working
with actors

15:30 — 17:30
NANCY BISHOP
Casting considerations for the director

13:00 — 15:00
PETER GHEQUIERE, AGA WOSZCYNSKA
Working with your Assistant Director

15:30 — 17:30
STEPHAN ELLIOT, DAVID TRUNER
Challenges of international Co-Productions for
Directors

18:00 — 20:00
STUART DRYBURGH
Contribution of the cinematographer to the
creative process

13:00 — 15:00
JENNIFER PARKER
Legal consideration for film productions, from small
short films to big budget films

15:30 — 17:30
FERNANDO BOVAIRA
Case study of the production process of “The
Others”

10:00 — 13:00
PITCHING FORUM PROJECTS PRESENTATION
Documentary Film Session

11:00 — 13:00
SALOMÉ LIMON
Sound design for low budget films

18:00 — 20:00
MARJANE SATRAPI
Film directing

13:00 — 15:00
STEVE CASH
Agents: How to work with them

15:30 — 17:30

18:00 — 20:00

JOHN WARHURST, NINA HARTSTONE, EDDY JOSEPH

GUILLERMO GARCIA RAMOS, MARIAN SANCHEZ

Building a career as a sound editor

CARNIGLIA

The Importance of pitching your film

14:00 — 18:00
PITCHING FORUM PROJECTS PRESENTATION
Feature Film Session

13:00 — 15:00
PRODUCER'S DEBATE
Making films with an audience in mind: How to
identify and engage your audience

15:30 — 17:30
RITESH BATRA
Directing and rewriting for actors

Pitching Forum
Sessions

10:00 — 12:00
MIHAI GLIGOR
How to use Film Festivals as an opportunity to
distribute films & maximize opportunities

Portuguese New Wave

15:00 — 18:00
PITCHING FORUM PROJECTS PRESENTATION
Short Film Session

10:30 — 13:30
SCANDAR COPTI
Techniques of directing non-actors

10:00 — 18:00
PITCHING FORUM PROJECTS PRESENTATION
Feature Film Session

DUARTE COIMBRA, PEDRO PINHO, BERNARDO LOPES

16:00 — 18:00
DAVE TURNER
Post Production management

10:30 — 15:00
DOMINIC MURPHY
Method Madness & Mindfulness - Working with actors workshop

10:00 — 12:00
JOHN WARHURST, NINA HARTSTONE
Case Study of the sound editing of “Bohemian
Rhapsody”

18:00 — 20:00
MIGUEL GOLÇALVES MENDES, PEDRO CABELEIRA,

FESTival Villlage
Lounge

10:00 — 12:00
ROSS BAKER
How to manage your colour: Meet the colourist

Director’s Hub
Panels

10:30 — 12:30
CAREY DUFFY
Imagination captured through glass

10:00 — 12:00
SHAHAD AMEEN, PAUL MILLER
Case Study of “Scales”

Training Ground
Workshop

13:00 — 15:00
JACK TURITZ, DAVID TALLON
Structuring a career as a filmmaker

10:00 — 12:00
ANDRÉ GIL MATA
Case Study of Drvo
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Director's Hub
Director’s Hub it’s a tailored activity for filmmakers and other industry professionals, that tackles a scope of issues concerning film

program

directing through a series of debates, roundtable discussions and
case studies focused on the director’s role, tasks, relationships, expectations, obstacles and challenges they have to face, both locally
and internationally.

Case Study

“Drvo” by André Gil Mata

Panel

Finding or creating the right script

André Gil Mata
26 jun | 10:00 | junta freguesia

Tim Corrie, Antoine Russbach
26 jun | 15:30 | junta freguesia

André Gil Mata will present a case study of the film Drvo
(2018), shot in Bosnia. The movie tells the story of an old
man and a young boy meeting by a dying tree. They’ve
both taken different paths to get there, but somehow they
share the same memories. A deeply affecting vision of the
lost paradise of childhood, André Gil Mata’s Drvo is a hypnotic trawling of individual suffering against the backdrop of a war-torn landscape.

Finding the right material to direct is not an easy task, especially when you are new to the industry. As a director,
you can either work with previously written material,
write it yourself, or find the rigth script for you. There are
many paths on this search, each will present different challenges and take you to very different directing experiences.
A panel of directors will discuss their methods and experiences to find the right script and material to direct.

Panel

Panel

Structuring a Career as a Filmmaker

Filmmakers power as a driving force
in society

Jack Turits, David Tallon
26 jun | 13:00 | junta freguesia
Cinema, television, commercials, commissioned work,
filmmakers come across the choice of directing several
different formats during their career. This brings up many
key questions about structuring a career in film. Some
have no interest in expressing themselves through commercials or TV, others see it as a chance to show versatility
in their line of work. Where does the maker’s autonomy
begin and end? Which function do commissions can,
should or must have? How does all of this balance with the
essential factor or filmmakers having to make meets end?
Are these different formats a way of different expression,
or close to an obligation for a filmmaker to survive?

Anaïs Blondet, See Wee Aw, Marc Serena,
Mohamed Kordofani
26 jun | 18:00 | junta freguesia
Film is a very powerful tool. This power has been used in
many ways in our history, how about responsibility? What
is the responsibility of the film-makers and directors?
How can you harness that power to make a positive change
in society? And is there a responsibility to do so? In this
debate, we will discuss these issues and present several
points of view.
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Case Study

“Scales” by Shahad Ameen
Sahad Ameen, Paul Miller
27 jun | 10:00 | junta freguesia
The case study of Scales is an interesting outlook on how
Saudi Arabian woman Shahad Ameen developed her film,
from a country with little tradition in cinema, and being
able to direct her first feature film in a means with a highly unbalanced gender ratio. The only source of the food
on the island is mermaid flesh. The only way to keep the
food supply going is to sacrifice baby girls to the sea. After
being saved by her father as an infant from being given
to the mermaids, 13-year-old Hayat faces the prospect of
being sacrificed again, because island customs dictate
that the presence of her new-born brother makes her obsolete. Hayat must choose between accepting her fate to
become a mermaid or fighting for the body she inhabits.

Panel

Working with your Assistant Director
Peter Ghesquière, Aga Woszczyńska
27 jun | 13:00 | junta freguesia
As central figures in the logistics and creative planning of
the shoot, director and 1st AD must work closely together
to ensure that the scenes are covered in the way that the
director intended. The relationship between assistant director and director is not widely talked about. In this panel, we will bring to light how significant it is, and through
hearing the experiences of the panelists, we can learn the
various ways in which one can support the other in order
to achieve the perfect collaboration and workflow.

Director's Hub Program

Panel

Challenges of international coproductions for directors

27 jun | 15:30 | junta freguesia

It is widely discussed the challenges of co-production for
producers, however, the opportunities and challenges to
directors are often not mentioned. Does a co-production
change the content of your film? How do you work with
a foreign team of professionals which often need to be
there to fill the quota of professionals from a given country? How do directors prepare to deal with the challenges
and opportunities?

Panel

Portuguese New Wave
Miguel Gonçalves Mendes, Pedro Cabeleira, Duarte
Coimbra, Pedro Pinho, Bernardo Lopes
27 jun | 18:00 | junta freguesia
In the past few years, a new wave of Portuguese filmmaking
has changed the landscape of Portuguese cinema dramatically. The weight of this shift has been noticed, particularly
as the programming of Portuguese cinema is growing internationally across festivals. This new wave in Portuguese
cinema is characterized by a new generation of filmmakers
who are engaging in a philosophically personal, visually
daring, and intellectually engaged form of filmmaking.
This panel will consist of a discussion with some of these
emerging filmmakers, challenging them to take an outside
look at what they are achieving collectively.

+ Amjad Abu Alala
amjad.film@gmail.com

Pitching Forum
FEST — Pitching Forum is a great platform for all filmmakers, emerging and
established alike, to present their work-in-progress to top industry producers,
financiers, fund managers and investors from all over the world, all looking for
new projects to support.

28 jun | 10:00 | junta freguesia

Bigger Than Trauma
+ Vedrana Pribačić
vedrana.pribacic@gmail.com

+ Mirta Puhlovski

ngometar60@gmail.com

Chico Rei Amongst Us
+ Joyce Prado
joycepral@gmail.com
+ Laura Barzotto | laura.barzotto@
abrolhosfilmes.com

Juanto
+ Marc Serena
markkserena@gmai.com

Promised Land
+ Margarida Gramaxo
margarida.gramaxo@gmail.com

Razzouk Tattoo
+ Orit Ronell
ronellor@gmail.com

The Red House
+ Gianluca De Angelis
dededeangelis@gmail.com
Documentary Film Session

28 jun | 10:00 | junta freguesia

Alia
+ Zahra Berrada
zaraberrada@gmail.com
+ Camille Genaud
info@paraisoproduction.fr

Graft
+ Chris Oarr
chris@stellaryapim.com.tr

+ Inci Gulen Oarr

inci@stellaryapim.com.tr

projects

Documentary Film Session
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Hazel Eyes
+ Maria Ibrahimova
mariaibr@icloud.com

Just
+ Jack Turits
jack@jackturits.com

Citizen
+ Emilija Gasic

+ Katarzyna Dorda

emilijagasic@nyu.edu

Kerttu
+ Kirsi Marie Liimatainen

Dinosau
+ Maja Costa
info@aetnafilm.de

Take Me Home
+ Pam Maguire

kasia@dorda.pl

liimatainen@web.de

Maysoon
+ Nancy Biniadaki
nancybiniadaki@me.com

maguire.pam@yahoo.com
+ Tomala White
tomalavjt@gmail.com

Mileva
+ Cheryl Ye Han Wong

The Brave
+ Joana Vieira da Costa

+ Emilija Gasic

vieiradacosta@gmail.com

Saudade
+ Huiyan Jin

The Custodian
+ David Tallon
davetallon@gmail.com

The Inheritance
+ Mihnea Rares Hantiu
mihnearareshantiu@gmail.com
+ Oana Sabina Furdea
oana.f@citizenit.ro
Feature Film Session

29 jun | 10:00 | junta freguesia

A Cup of Fallen Petals
+ Yixi Sun
yixi@sunfilms.co.uk

Causeway
+ Aw See Wee

cw1562@nyu.edu
emilijagasic@nyu.edu

15120053850@163.com

Sottosopra
+ Enrica Capra
enrica@graffitidoc.it

Tenebris Vulnus
+ Anais Blondet
ablondet@gmail.com

The Chuck Band Show
+ Aet Laigu
aet@meteoriit.ee

The Rough Life of the
Heavenly Animals
+ Laura Barzotto | laura.barzotto@
abrolhosfilmes.com

awseewee@hotmail.com

The Van
+ Laura Seixas

Goodbye Julia
+ Mohamed Kordofani

+ Renata Pereira

mk@kordofanifilms.com

laura@4quarterfilms.com

r.machado.pereira@gmail.com
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Networking at FEST
other activities
FESTival Village & Industry Lounge

Networking Dinners

21 jun - 01 jul | 10:00 - 23:00 | festival village

25 jun − 30 jun | 20:00 | piscina solário atlântico

The FESTival Village, located near the Casino in the center
of Espinho, is the festival’s leisure space. On the comfortable seats, in the shadow provided by tents, you will be
able to relax in between other festival activities. FESTival
Village hosts several events, such as FEST Book Faire,
open-air cinema, activities for children and the restaurant
area. It is also a place where the Industry Lounge is
located.

An informal gathering around the dinner table with filmmakers, industry experts, partners and FEST team for a
delicious meal of Portuguese food & wine, set in the
ocean-front landmark of Piscina Solario Atlantico with
an incredible sunset view.
Dinner is served buffet style and features magnificent
Portuguese cuisine provided by local restaurants (including vegetarian and vegan options), accompanied by a
selection of wines from Portugal’s famous wine regions all in an effort to give a taste of the country’s large and
spectacular gastronomic offer.

Practical Details

+ All the events in the FESTival Village are free of charge
and don’t require collecting tickets.

+ The access to Industry Lounge is limited to FEST Pro
badge holders.

Filmmakers’ Corner

25 jun − 30 jun | filmmakers' corner
Filmmakers, industry professionals and film students
can showcase their work to the festival audience, by simply
booking a time slot in a dedicated screening space. As
there is no pre-established format for the screening, filmmakers can showcase their work in any way that fits their
goals − whether those are feedback, promotion, or seeking
collaborations.
Practical Details

+ To screen some of your work in Filmmakers’ Corner you
need to book a time slot at Guest Office. Bring your work
on a USB flash drive with your name and email address.
We will ask you to give a deposit of 5€ − it will be returned
to you only after your screening, or in case of cancellation
up to 24h before the scheduled time.
+ The screenings of Filmmakers’ Corner are open and
don’t require collecting tickets.

Practical Details
Networking Dinners will be held at Piscina Solário
Atlântico.
+ To enter the room you need to present your Networking
Dinners badge at the door.
+ The option to purchase the badge is available in your
FEST Visitor’s Page
+ One hour before the dinner you can check the availability of the single tickets at the Guest Office. The price of a
single ticket is 20.00€

+

Networking at FEST - Other Activities

Industry Meetings

25 jun − 30 jun | centro multimeios
FEST’s Industry Meetings provide a platform for one-onone meetings between attending industry professionals:
filmmakers, producers, financiers, distributors, representatives of film institutions, guest speakers, and more.
Such a platform enables a productive conversation,
whether it be seeking advice, discussing specific projects
or ideas, or cultivating long-lasting mentorship and
partnerships.
Practical Details

+ Meeting with an Expert: closer to the festival, we will
publish the list of experts (our speakers and guests) who
open a time slot for one-on-one meetings, and you will be
able to request them online. The meeting request must be
submitted up to 24h before the meeting. You will receive
a notification if your request has been approved on the
evening before the meeting day.
+ Meeting with other industry professionals: on your FEST
Visitor page you will also see the “Who’s Here” module − a
list of festival accredited participants, whom you will be
able to contact via email (you will not see their addresses,
but they will receive your message through our system,
and they will be able to reply directly to you if they are
interested in having a meeting). You may also receive
some requests from them this way.
+ The meetings with Experts will take place at the main
Festival venue, Centro Multimeios, 2nd floor. Please be
there 10 minutes before your time slot begins to check in
at the industry desk. Our staff member will introduce
participants to the Experts.
+ For the meetings that you schedule directly with other
industry participants, you can also use the meeting space
on the 2nd floor of Centro Multimeios, but you need to
book it before at industry@fest.pt. Alternatively, you can
also try to find a seat at the Multimeios cafeteria or
Industry Lounge at the Festival Village.
+ Only FEST PRO badge holders can submit meeting
requests.
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Contacts
fest@fest.pt
(+351) 227 327 545
Follow FEST
www.fest.pt
@festfilmfestival
#thisisfest

Organização

Co-Produção

Institucional

Sponsor

Parceiros Indústria

Parceiros Media

Apoios

Parceiros Merchandising

